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Saphir,
Midi & Mini

Lightweight  |  Cordless  |  Quiet  |  Long Battery Life  |  Precise

Introducing the Small Animal Clipper & Trimmer Range from Heiniger

The new Midi and Mini trimmers complete the existing Heiniger small animal clipper 
range. They deliver the same quality performance and precision expected from the 
popular Saphir clipper, but in a smaller, lightweight and more portable package. The 
clippers and trimmers are renowned for their ergonomic design, impressive battery 
life and variable cutting lengths. Their surprisingly quite operation and precision make 
them the ideal addition to your grooming kit.
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The perfect finish begins with quality Australian 
made, naturally derived soap-free pet shampoos, 
conditioners and hair treatments recommended 
by professional groomers and loved by pet owners 
and pets alike. Your pet will love the gentle but 
effective shampoos and conditioners, leaving their 
coat smooth, clean and shiny. Safe and formulated 
to the highest standards to enhance pet styles and 
healthy coats with no harsh detergents, SLS, SLES 
or parabens.

Groomers and pet owners who have used the 
Saphir and the new Midi and Mini trimmers have 
had overwhelmingly positive things to say about 
their experience. The performance, precision, 
ergonomic design and surprisingly quiet 
operation have all played a part in the new found 
love for the Heiniger companion animal clipper 
and trimmer range.

No grooming solution is complete without the 
perfect show-ready finish. ProGroom's ProMagic 
styling spray and STYLE by Heiniger's range of 
scissors, brushes and combs, along with the 
upcoming line of innovative accessories will 
ensure that your pet is best-in-show, every day.




